
Release Notes for Version 7.0.8879 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Cash Control Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to give my managers special permission to use 

a clerk's drawer anytime. 

When Cash Drawer Association is set to "Workstation & Single User", a user with 

the new "Use Any Cash Drawer" activity right will be able to use order pickup, 

prepay and make payments from Order View using the drawer session checked 

in on the workstation, even if it was checked in by another user. If the user 

attempts to check out the drawer session they will be reminded that it belongs to 

another user and given the option to proceed. The intent is to give managers the 

ability to ignore the single user requirement when the user that checked the 

drawer in is not immediately available. 

 

This right has no effect if Cash Drawer Association is not set to "Workstation & 

Single User". 

Store > Cashier Settings > Cash Drawer Association: 

Workstation & Single User 

SPOT Configuration Fix Fixed a problem that could cause a loss of Department Settings. 
 

SPOT Configuration Fix Fixed a problem where updating user activity settings made it impossible to 

detail until SPOT is restarted. 

 

SPOT Configuration Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like Lat/Long to be updated properly when adding a 

new store address 

If Telogis is enabled for the current workstation, saving a new SPOTMap address 

in Setup->Location Information will automatically geocode it and fill in Latitude 

and Longitude. 

 

SPOT Conveyor Fix As a SPOT Conveyor User I would like a useful default time range in 

Conveyor > Operations > Activity 

The default time range in Conveyor > Operations > Activity will now be from 

12:00:00 am on the current date to 11:59:59 pm. Thus the whole day is selected 

by default instead of a 0 second range that will never return useful data. The 

range can be changed by clicking the button as before. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix As a SPOT user, I would like my UK terminals or SPOT Payment Screens to 

accept or prompt for CVV codes 

Added "Customer Present/Not Present" control back onto the tender view for UK 

customers. Updated A/R payment view to respect this, as well. 

 

SPOT Customer View Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like a button to quickly email a statement in AR-CC 

tab of Customer View 

"Print Statement" button on AR-CC tab of Customer View is now "Print/Email 

Statement". If the customer has an email address, and the statement destination 

is set to one of the email options, clicking "Print/Email Statement" will ask the 

user if they want to print or email the statement. If the customer does not have 

an email address or the statement destination is set to "Print", the report viewer 

will display the statement as before without prompting. 

 



SPOT Email Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like @TOTALDUE token to be available for order 

ready emails 

Added @TOTALDUE to scheduled-task based order ready emails 

 

SPOT Email Fix Fixed Store > Email Settings > On Behalf Of Name not working when Company > 

Email Settings > Email Service Provider was set to Service Host 

Store > Email Settings > On Behalf Of Name 

SPOT Email Fix When running AR CCOF payments and using email AR receipts, the warning 

about a missing unsubscribe URL will now be displayed only once per CCOF 

payment session. 

 

SPOT Email Fix Added new "Always Email (No Fallback)" option to Workstation > Mark-in 

Settings > Print or Email Visit Info. When set to "Always Email (No Fallback)" then 

a visit will not print even if the customer has no valid email address. 

 

SPOT Inventory Fix Fixed a problem where enabling auto-rack at Assisted Assembly confuses Scan 

Inventory into giving wrong results. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix If Prompt for Piece Count at Detail is enabled, held orders will now remember the 

piece count given by the user rather than asking again when the order is 

resumed. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix The vertical bar character (|) will no longer be accepted in the description of a 

describe and price item to prevent various problems with reports and exports. 

 

SPOT Pricing Fix Splitting a prepaid invoice that has a non-Standard invoice mode causes the 

pricing logic to credit the split invoice in error 

 

SPOT Printing Fix Did a sweep through SPOT of all locations where printing from a grid occurs and 

changed the printing support to be more compatible with the current hosting 

environment. 

 

SPOT Printing Fix Fix problem with printing graphs to the report printer from the Welcome screen 
 

SPOT Quick Fix Fixed the Quick Promise Date Priority option when the original department is 

hidden for detail 

 

SPOT Reports Fix As a SPOT user, I would like the Route Trend report to include only Route 

orders and specify the Customer Pickup Type 

Excluded counter orders from calculation of customer stats on Route Trend 

Report 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed the "Year" option of the Period Sales report to use the entire selected year 

instead of just the first day. 

 

SPOT Rewards Fix SPOT now validates customer rewards program requirements on customer save 

to prevent assigning a customer to a plan without required information (address, 

phone, etc.) 

 

SPOT Rewards Fix Fixed a problem where reward coupons are not generated after switching reward 

plans. 

 

SPOT Rewards Fix Closed a loophole allowing customer without an email address to be saved with 

a customer rewards plan that requires an email address. 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Changed the color scheme of the date-time picker controls in the On Demand 

Route Scheduler to make the days of the week more readable. This also required 

 



changing the background color of the header as both are drawn in the same 

color. 

SPOT Search Fix Temporary barcodes assigned to locker customers were occasionally retrieving 

the wrong customer when beginning a markin session 

 

SPOT Setup Fix As a SPOT developer, I would like to have the system enforce a “no 

leading/trailing whitespace“ policy on all collection members (name of the 

collection entry).  

When editing the name of a collection item in Program Configuration SPOT will 

now remove any leading or trailing spaces from the name the user provides. This 

will prevent various known problems that crop up when a collection item has 

leading or trailing spaces. 

 

SOS General Change Significantly optimized performance of SPOT Offline Services for large data sets. 
 

SPOT Exports and 

Utilities 

Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a user of SPOT's Data Export Service A, I would like a "BagScan" column 

added to the invoice section 

A "BagScan" column has been added to the invoice section of Data Export 

Service A 

 

SPOT Home Page Change As SPOT we would like the updated logo as the default for the SPOT home 

page 

Updated SPOT logo and splash screen. 

 

SPOT Messaging Fix Fix error when filtering a SPOT Message's recipients by store when one of the 

stores has an apostrophe in the name. 

 

SPOT Messaging Fix Attempting to send a SPOT Message with a recipient list that is too large will 

now warn the user and not send, rather than causing a database error. 

 

SPOT Reports Change As a SPOT user, I would like the Brand Usage report also work for modifier 

lists named "Brand" 

The brand usage report can now cope with modifier lists named either Brands or 

Brand 

 

SPOT Tags Fix Fixed a date-dependent bug with the @DROPOFF tag template token.  

 


